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Miszellen

CICERO, Ad Familiares 1,1,2
Marcellinum tibi esse iratum scis; is hac regia causa excepta ceteris
in rebus se acerrimum tui defensorem fore ostendit.
So the manuscripts. In Rh. Mus. N. F. 105 (1962), pp. 352 H.,
MI'. P. T. Eden proposes the following reconstruction: tibi esse gratum
[so Tyrrell] seis fis] hae regia causa exeepta; eeteris etc. This alters the
text at two points, only to produce a senrence whim does not yield a
satisfactory sense: 'M. is grateful to you, except for this aHair of the king.'
Tibi esse gratum, in this conrext, can only mean 'is grateful to you' (it
cannot mean, as MI'. Eden takes it, 'is favourable to you'); even if it could
mean 'is showing his gratitude to you' (= tibi gratiam referre), the addition
(before exeepta) of something like omnibus in rebus seems essential for the
sense. That Cicero expressed hirnself so badly (particularly in sum a carefully composed letter) would be difficult to believe if this were the
manuscript reading; as an emendation it is completely unacceptable.
I believe that both iratum and is are sound, and that the corruption:
lies elsewhere; for seis read seribis, and all the difficulties disappeal'. This
emendation was proposed as long ago as 1904 by J. J. Hartman (Mnern.
N. S. 32, p. 370); indeed, it may weil be several centuries older, since (as
Hartman poinred out) it looks as if the scribe of M (Mediceus 49,9) had
.tried to alter seis to seribis, with the result that what now stands in the
manuscript is sersis (the relevant page is reproduced by Chatelain, Paleo~
graphie des classiques latins, pI. 34). For the confusion between forms of
se.ribere and of seire compare Att. 7,26,3, seribenti and seribis corrupted to
seienti and seis; 8,6,2, seribam corrupted tO seiebam; 9,9,4, seiebam.
corrupted to seribam. Sternkopf (Burs. Jahresb. 139 [1908], p. 62), while
admitting that Hartman's conjecrure is 'an sim nimt übel', objects that
nowhere else in this letter is there any suggestion that Cicero is replying
to a letter from Lentulus; this is a nugatory objection. With the reading
seribis, the adversative is is entirely appropriate; for a similar use of is
in adversative asyndeton (equivalent to sed re vera is) compare Verr. 5,162,
eivis Romanus ... se commemoratione eivitatis omnia verbera depulsMum
erueiatumque a eorpore deieeturum arbitrabatur: is non modo hoc non
perfeeit, ut virgarum vim defJ'reearetur, sed eum imploraret saepius usurparetque nomen eivitatis, emx ... eomparabatttr.
I add a note on the unfortunate conjecture tibieini (for tibi). This is
first menrioned by Orelli (1829), who teils us that he found it jotted down
by an unknown smolar in the margin of his eopy of Cratander's edition. By
a gross misunderstanding of Orelli's words Tyrrell-Purser ascribed tibieini
to 'Cratander's margin'; although they corrected this blunder in the list of
Corrigenda in vol. 2 2 , p. viii, the damage was done, and tibieini has continued to be ascribed tO Cratander (01' to Cratander's margin) by all
subsequent editors who mention it. Now MI'. Eden has made confusion
worse confounded by ascribing it to 'the margin of Cratander's MS'.
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